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Abstract

Motivated by big data and the vast parameter spaces in modern machine learning
models, optimisation approaches to Bayesian inference have seen a surge in popular-
ity in recent years. In this paper, we address the connection between the popular
new methods termed generalised Bayesian inference and Bayes linear methods. We
propose a further generalisation to Bayesian inference that unifies these and other
recent approaches by considering the Bayesian inference problem as one of finding the
closest point in a particular solution space to a data generating process, where these
notions differ depending on user-specified geometries and foundational belief systems.
Motivated by this framework, we propose a generalisation to Bayes linear approaches
that enables fast and principled inferences that obey the coherence requirements im-
plied by domain restrictions on random quantities. We demonstrate the efficacy of
generalised Bayes linear inference on a number of examples, including monotonic re-
gression and inference for spatial counts. This paper is accompanied by an R package
available at github.com/astfalckl/bayeslinear.
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1 Introduction

For models with large numbers of parameters and large volumes of data the need to sample
posterior distributions for exact Bayesian inference has, for many, rendered the perception
of traditional Bayesian approaches as too slow for practical use (Knoblauch et al., 2022).
However, Bayes provides a model for learning that is foundationally coherent (Goldstein,
2013; Williamson and Goldstein, 2015) and represents the gold standard for providing
uncertainty quantification in machine learning algorithms (Murphy, 2012; Blundell et al.,
2015; Gal and Ghahramani, 2016; Wenzel et al., 2020; Matsubara et al., 2021; Tran et al.,
2022; Wang et al., 2023). For these reasons there has been a great deal of recent interest in
Bayes-as-optimisation approaches, seeking to provide Bayesian inference via, in principle,
faster optimisation methods rather than slower sampling approaches.

Motivated by computational expediency, variational approaches to Bayesian inference
have been studied for many decades (Blei et al., 2017; Jordan et al., 1999). These ap-
proaches typically make simplifying approximations to the form of the posterior, often
amounting to posterior independence of the model parameters. These approximations en-
able the posterior of each parameter to be expressed in terms of the variational distribution
and then optimised for efficient approximate inference. More recently, the exact posterior
was shown to be the solution to an optimisation problem involving minimising the expected
loss of a given loss function (Bissiri et al., 2016). This opened an area of research termed
Generalised Bayesian Inference (GBI) wherein alternative loss functions were explored to
allow more robust inferences in certain situations (Bissiri et al., 2016; Jewson et al., 2018;
Knoblauch et al., 2022; Jewson et al., 2023). We expand on this theory more thoroughly
in Section 3.

Within the GBI literature, Bayes linear methods (Goldstein and Wooff, 2007) are often
cited as an example of a generalised approach to Bayesian inference, though their interpre-
tation nor how they fit within GBI is never made clear. Certainly, Bayes linear methods
are a class of Bayes-as-optimisation approaches, but their relation to modern theory has
not been clearly established, with more recent accounts deferring to a short explanation
offering how to compute a Bayes linear update, before moving on to the focus of their ap-
plication and any specific innovations therein (Vernon et al., 2022; Xu et al., 2021; Jackson
and Vernon, 2023). In fact, in order to establish Bayes linear approaches as a form of GBI,
we must appeal to the underlying geometry of the Bayes linear paradigm. In this paper,
we tackle this comparison with the aim of attracting more attention to Bayes linear ideas
within the GBI community.

In addressing the connection between GBI and Bayes linear methods, we take inspiration
from the GBI literature and propose a generalisation to Bayes linear approaches that allows
for fast inference on restricted classes of quantities. We term this methodology generalised
Bayes linear inference and demonstrate its efficacy on a number of examples, including
monotonic emulation and inference for spatial counts. The paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 presents a traditional account of Bayes linear statistics. Section 3 describes
GBI and proposes a wider definition of a generalised Bayesian inference to encapsulate
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Bayes linear methods and other recent geometric approaches to Bayesian inference. Section
4 frames Bayes linear inference as a principled optimisation problem within a specific
measure-free geometry and as a specific example of a method fitting within our wider
definition of GBI. Section 5 generalises Bayes linear inference to problems with restricted
solution spaces and Section 6 presents a collection of applications of our method with
comparison to standard approaches. We conclude in Section 7. This work is accompanied
by an R package available at github.com/astfalckl/bayeslinear.

2 Bayes linear statistics

A traditional exposition for Bayes linear methods involves learning about a random quantity
X ∈ Rn, using a collection of data D = (D1, . . . , Dm), where Di is the ith observed
datum. In his seminal work, De Finetti (1975) argued that expectation should be the
primitive quantity used to express belief and derived his theory of probability through
expectation. De Finetti laid the ground work for partial prior specification, implying that
one could specify the means, variances and covariances over X and D without reference
to an underlying probability measure. Bayes linear methods, first published in Goldstein
(1981) and most notably in Goldstein and Wooff (2007), endow this theory with the required
machinery for inference and belief revision. Equipped with E[X], var[X], E[D], var[D] and
cov[X,D], beliefs about X can be updated by D using the Bayes linear updating equations:

ED[X] = E[X] + cov[X,D]var[D]†(D − E[D]), (1)

varD[X] = var[X]− cov[X,D]var[D]†cov[D,X], (2)

where var[D]† is any pseudo-inverse of var[D], most commonly the Moore-Penrose inverse.
The updated quantities, ED[X] and varD[X] are known as the adjusted expectation and
adjusted variance respectively. The adjusted expectation, ED[X], is the solution to the
optimisation problem that seeks to find the affine combinations of D, h+HD, that minimise
expected squared-error loss, E[(X−(h+HD))2]. When we observe some d, we can evaluate
the random quantity in (1), known as the observed adjusted expectation, Ed[X].

Remark 1. The Bayes linear update is often considered to only be analogous to fully
Bayesian specifications for Gaussian distributed data due to the well-known similarities
between (1) and (2) and the posterior distribution calculated assuming a Gaussian likelihood
and prior. As noted in Ericson (1969), the class of likelihood and prior distribution pairings
for which (1) describes the posterior mean is much larger than just the Gaussian family.
Similarly, we show in Appendix B that equations (1) and (2) hold when the posterior is
linear in D, and note that this includes the exponential family of distributions with conjugate
prior. Noting this should broaden the acceptance of using Bayes linear inference for more
varied data, including that which exhibits logistic, count, and skewed behaviour.

In order to demonstrate the connections between modern Bayesian approaches and
Bayes linear methods, we now describe the core ideas of GBI and then give a geomet-
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ric exposition for the Bayes linear paradigm that draws the relevant connections to GBI
approaches.

3 Generalised Bayesian Inference

Bissiri et al. (2016) define GBI as solving

q∗(θ) = argmin
q∈Π

{
Eq(θ)

[
n∑

i=1

ℓ(θ, xi)

]
+KLD(q ∥ π)

}
, (3)

where q∗(θ) is a probability measure, KLD denotes the Kullback-Liebler divergence, π is a
prior measure on θ and Π is the set of all probability distributions with density q(θ). The
first term is a finite-sample approximation to the expected loss,

E[ℓ(θ, x)] =
∫ ∫

ℓ(θ, x)dF0(x)q(dθ),

where F0(x) is the data generating process. Parameter inference takes place in the same
geometric space associated with traditional Bayesian analysis, L2(Θ, µ), with weighted
integral inner product with respect to measure µ, ⟨f(θ), g(θ)⟩ =

∫
f(θ)g(θ)dµ.

In choosing ℓ to be the negative log-likelihood, (3) recovers the traditional Bayesian
posterior and defines the quantity of interest θ to be the parameter minimising the KLD
between F0(x) and the model parameterised by θ, f(x;θ). Bissiri et al. (2016), Jewson et al.
(2018) and Knoblauch et al. (2022) produce generalised updates through the derivation and
use of alternative scoring rules to motivate loss functions which target the minimisation of
more robust divergences (relative to the KLD) between F0(x) and f(x;θ):

D(F0||f) = EF0 [S(x, F0)]− EF0 [S(x, F )],

where S is user-defined scoring rule. For example, see Jewson et al. (2023) for a recent
study of the properties of generalised Bayesian updates using the β-divergence loss function.
Knoblauch et al. (2022) generalise further by taking the second term within the optimisation
in (3) to be general divergence D(·||·) and restricting the solution space to families of
tractable distributions Q. Updates whereby the solution space is restricted are generally
referred to as Generalised Variational Inference (GVI). For examples of recent discussion
and extensions of these ideas see Pacchiardi et al. (2021); Wild et al. (2022); Husain and
Knoblauch (2022); Matsubara et al. (2022, 2023); Jewson et al. (2023).

GBI, as defined above, recovers a host of different variations of Bayesian methodology;
however, it does not fully encapsulate the available methodology by which one can produce
optimal posterior beliefs that do not necessarily coincide with the traditional Bayesian
posterior. There are approaches to Bayesian inference via optimisation such as Bayes linear
or the method of De Carvalho et al. (2019) (given below) that don’t fit so readily within
the framework. We believe a further geometrically motivated generalisation covers a much
wider class of methods and suggests avenues for further innovation. It also highlights the
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similarities and differences between GBI, GVI and Bayes linear methods, and we advocate
for these methodologies to be seen within our definition.

Definition 1. A generalised Bayesian inference is a methodology with the following three
properties.

Property 1 A defined underlying geometry, G, establishing the space in which infer-
ence takes place.

Property 2 A notion of closeness between objects in G to relate beliefs and data.

Property 3 An optimisation, within solution space C, for the closest belief represen-
tation to the data generating process.

Note, our use of the term data generating process is not meant to signify the requirement
for the existence of a random process that generates the data. Even within GBI, there are
interpretations of the data generating process, F0(x), as a truly held subjective probability
distribution that you are unable to specify due to time and resource constraints (Jewson
et al., 2018; Bird et al., 2023). We use the term as it is familiar to most researchers, yet its
meaning will depend on the choices made for Properties 1 and 2. For Bayes linear methods,
Properties 1 and 2 lead to measure-free inference, so the data generating process cannot
be a probability distribution. We clarify this in the next section.

Definition 1 clearly captures the framework associated with GBI and GVI, where the
geometry, G = L2(Θ, µ), Property 2 tends to be met via a chosen divergence and Property
3 is either Π in GBI or Q in GVI. An example of a recent approach that does not fit within
previous definitions of GBI is De Carvalho et al. (2019). Here G is taken to be L2(Θ, µ)

with uniform measure µ(θ). The inner product is used to define the compatibility measure

κg,h =
⟨g, h⟩
∥g∥∥h∥

g, h ∈ L2(Θ),

making their notion of closeness the level of compatibility captured by κg,h. Compati-
bility is maximised between functions g and h, where these elements can be taken to be
different combinations of potential prior, posterior and likelihood functions. De Carvalho
et al. (2019) conclude by acknowledging that their geometry motivated theory could offer
‘alternative ways to recast the prior vector using the likelihood vector’. Updates of this
kind, potentially involving optimisation of metrics such as that of compatibility in order to
produce alternative posteriors would fall comfortably under Definition 1.

Generally, G will be an inner product space and most probabilistic methods will rep-
resent closeness via some divergence; however, even in these settings this represents a
particular choice. As an example, Amari (2016) argue that one can choose to represent
the space of Gaussian distributions as a two-dimensional manifold with coordinate system
(µ, σ); this is topologically equivalent to the upper-half of a two-dimensional Euclidean
space. One could therefore define closeness between two points on the manifold of Normal
distributions as a distance in Euclidean space.
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4 The geometry of Bayes linear statistics

4.1 The belief structure

We now give a formal geometric development of Bayes linear statistics in order to establish
the theory as a generalised Bayesian inference, as per Definition 1. First, we establish the
underlying geometry (Property 1). In general, random quantities are defined to live in a
vector space, X, equipped with an inner product to form the Hilbert space, X , with the
standard assumption of Cauchy completeness in the corresponding Banach space (this is
tantamount to assuming that the random quantities have finite variance). Rather than
the L2 inner product with measure µ, the Bayes linear paradigm uses an alternative inner
product that enables expectation, rather than probability, to be the primitive quantity.
Consider the random quantity, X ∈ Rn, defined on the Hilbert space X endowed with the
product inner product ⟨X,Y⟩ = E[X⊺Y]. Assume, herein, all defined Hilbert spaces to be
equipped with the product inner product. As before, denote by Di the ith datum and the
collection D = (D1, . . . , Dm) as all of the data; further define D as the Hilbert space in
which D lives. In standard Bayesian inference a joint probability measure is required to
be specified for X and D; in Bayes linear statistics we are required to define the analogous
joint inner product space B = X ∪D∪1, also known as the belief structure. Here, 1 denotes
the linear subspace spanned by the unit constant 1. The space of constants is required
to identify random variables that differ by a constant. Construction of B requires the
specification of the totality of norm expressions between the elements of X, D and 1 and
so requires specification of E[X], E[D], var[X], var[D], and cov[X,D].

As soon as we have fully specified our belief structure, B, we have adequate functionality
to describe notions of distance and similarity (Property 2). For example, if we consider
the individual elements of X and D to be zero-mean and form a basis in B, we may
describe the similarity of any linear combination of X and D, a⊺X and b⊺D as ⟨a⊺X, b⊺D⟩ =
a⊺cov[X,D]b. We may also extend this to non-random vectors in B; for example, data
d ∈ Rm observed in D. If we represent d via a basis representation in D, d = b⊺D, we
can calculate the norm, as above, as ∥d∥2 = b⊺var[D]b. Observing d gives rise to a linear
functional that can be used in Riesz’s representation theorem to identify the coordinate
vector b = var[D]†d (see Goldstein and Wooff, 2007, Chapter 4). Consequently, the squared
distance between any two observed elements, d1,d2 can be expressed as the Mahlanobis
distance ∥d1 − d2∥2 = (d1 − d2)

⊺var[D]†(d1 − d2).

4.2 Adjusting belief structures

Bayes linear inference projects the random quantity of interest into subspaces of B de-
fined by the observed quantities. Projection is a specific optimisation with the chosen
subspaces representing the restricted solution space (Property 3). Consider an observable
F ∈ Rq. The adjusted expectation, EF[X], of X by F, is the orthogonal projection of X
onto {HF | H ∈ Rn×q} a linear subspace of B, that minimises ∥X − EF[X]∥. The linear
subspace defined by the quantity X − EF[X] describes the aspects of X unresolved by F.
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After the adjustment of X by F, the inner product remains unchanged (the product in-
ner product) but with revised random quantities: ⟨X,Y⟩F = ⟨X − EF[X],X − EF[Y]⟩ =
E [(X − EF[X])⊺ (Y − EF[Y])]. The simplest adjustment to consider is the adjustment
of a random quantity X by the unit constant, 1. Here, E1[X] = E[X]. After this ad-
justment, the unresolved aspects of X are X − E[X] and the inner product ⟨X,Y⟩1 =

E [(X − E[X])⊺ (Y − E[Y])] is equivalent to the covariance inner product. Consequently,
distance in the inner product space ⟨·, ·⟩1 now has a direct interpretation with uncertainty.
If we adjust the belief space B by the unit constant, then the outer product that defines
the space is wholly represented by the covariance matrices var[X], var[D], and cov[X,D].

The adjusted expectation used in practice projects X onto the joint linear subspace
represented by the constant 1 and the observed data D so that

E(1,D)[X] =
(
h,H

)(1

D

)
= h + HD for h ∈ Rn×1 and H ∈ Rn×m. (4)

Note that E(1,D)[X] = E(D−E[D])[X − E[X]]. As, to identify a unique solution, we must
always project onto 1, it is traditionally suppressed in the notation so that both are written
ED[X] and the inner product is taken as the covariance inner product. Minimising the
distance ∥X − ED[X]∥ for ED[X] as in (4) yields the adjusted expectation as given in (1).
Our remaining uncertainty in X, after adjusting by D, is represented by the linear subspace
X−ED[X]. The adjusted variance varD[X] represents the totality of the norm expressions
in X − ED[X], and is defined by the outer product E [(X − ED[X]) (X − ED[X])⊺], which
can be readily computed via (2). Note that varD[X] is unaffected by the actual observation
of D and so is in effect a prior inference. Derivations of (1) and (2) are given in Appendix A;
these are alternative derivations to the often cited derivations in Goldstein and Wooff (2007)
and provide an alternative insight to inference as orthogonal projections.

Note that, for the Bayes linear paradigm, the ‘data generating process’ is just X, the
value of the random quantity that coincides with data, D. As we only specify cov[X,D],
there is no model for the data conditional on the random quantity and it would be imprecise
to say that X generates D, though there may be examples where causality is assumed
within a Bayes linear analysis. We use the term ‘data generating process’ only to clarify
the parallels with more mainstream statistical approaches.

4.3 Bayes linear as GBI

Considering Bayes linear methods as a form of GBI offers avenues to enrich both method-
ologies. Perhaps what makes Bayes linear approaches seem so unusual is the alternative
choice of the underlying geometry (Property 1, i.e. the product inner product). In Bayes
linear statistics, this choice of inner product naturally facilitates a notion of distance (Prop-
erty 2), whereas divergences and their specification are the focus of much of the current
GBI literature. Klebanov et al. (2021) propose to extend Bayes linear methods via a fully
probabilistic study of the ‘linear conditional expectation’ in infinite-dimensional Hilbert
space. However, this changes the geometry (Property 1), and defines a different notion of
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closeness and is thus perhaps best viewed as another form of GBI, rather than an extension
of Bayes linear methods.

Restricting the solution space to some C (Property 3) has received significantly less
attention in Bayes linear inference and will be of particular interest for the remainder of
this article. Though projection onto the linear subspace spanned by {1,D} represents
a particular restriction for Bayes linear methods, those subspaces are not constrained to
particular subsets in the original Hilbert space in which the random quantity is defined.
For example, if our random quantity is a strictly non-negative quantity, there is nothing to
ensure that the adjusted expectation respects this. Such restrictions can be handled trivially
within the geometries more frequently used for GBI, either by setting prior measures to
zero via Property 2, or restricting the solution space to measures that are zero wherever
restrictions are required via Property 3. In the following section we develop a generalised
Bayes linear inference that enables inference to take place within subsets in Hilbert spaces.

5 Generalised Bayes linear inference

5.1 The generalised adjusted expectation

In many statistical inference problems we want to restrict the solution space to ensure
our adjusted expectation ED[X] ∈ C ⊆ Rn. Where the adjusted expectation is subject to
such a constraint we will use the notation EC

D[X]. For example, we may want to restrict
our inference to the positive cone (random quantities are all positive), the isotonic cone
(random quantities are monotonically ordered), or the positive semi-definite cone (random
quantities form a valid variance matrix). Note that EC

D[X] is not necessarily affine in D; we
arrive at this fact via example. If we assume EC

D[X] = h0+H0D, then, having observed d,
computed Ed[X] and found that Ed[X] /∈ C we could reason that we need to solve for some
other h and H than what is given by Bayes linear theory. This decision to re-calculate
h and H is dependent on what value we observed from D. Consequently, h and H are
functions of D and so the assumption of linearity does not hold.

To allow for a restricted solution space, EC
D[X] ∈ C, we augment the traditional Bayes

linear theory. Define XD as the Hilbert space, still endowed with the product inner product
but adjusted by D, so that the inner product is

⟨X,Y⟩D = ⟨X − ED[X],Y − ED[Y]⟩.

This is still the same original space and geometry as in Property 1, but with the adjusted
belief space given D described in Section 4.2. The observed adjusted expectation, Ed[X] ∈
XD, does not necessarily fall in C ⊆ XD. We propose a method that respects the original
belief specification as being truly held, by using it, and the adjustment, to define the inner
product space. To amend the inference accordingly, we then restrict the solution space to
C. We define the solution EC

d[X] as the orthogonal projection of Ed[X] into C, found by
computing

EC
d[X] = argmin

q∈C
∥Ed[X]− q∥. (5)
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As discussed in Section 4, the norm in (5) is computed as

∥Ed[X]− q∥2 = (Ed[X]− q)⊺varD[X]−1(Ed[X]− q), (6)

noting that the inner product remains defined by the adjusted belief specification. As noted
above, imposing a solution space and so altering Property 3, within our specific geometry,
is the most natural way in which we can exert a comparative degree of control over our
solution space relative to other GBI methodologies.

Remark 2. We define this theory for general subsets C. If we assume C to be convex,
the Hilbert projection theorem states that there exists a unique vector q for which (5) is
minimised, over all vectors q ∈ XD. Further, as (6) is a convex function, as long as C is
not the empty set, a solution is guaranteed. We note that conic projections are a sub-class
of convex optimisation problems, and so this guarantee of existence and uniqueness also
holds for projections into conic solution spaces.

If Ed[X] /∈ C, retaining the adjusted expectation as our own expectation having observed
the data violates coherence. Whether the source of the incoherence is our original belief
specification, the restriction of the solution space to span{1,D}, or the combination of
these two, revisiting either or both to address the problem is highly challenging in practice.
Even the most experienced Bayes linear practitioners would struggle to make foundationally
meaningful adjustments to cov [X,D], var [X] and var [D], even for univariate X, that would
ensure a coherent adjusted expectation. The restriction to C is likely the most firmly held
of the prior statements an expert or practitioner might make. However, the partial prior
specification required for Bayes linear methods can only loosely reflect it through ensuring
that E[X] ∈ C. It can still be the case that the second order prior specification is also
believed and that there are possible data that lead to Ed[X] /∈ C (see illustrative example
in Section 5.3). In this case, the source of the incoherence is the restriction of the solution
space to span{1,D}, and projecting into explicitly non-linear (in D) solution spaces would
require further or different prior specifications as well as a different theory.

An important motivation for retaining the adjusted beliefs for determining the inner
product, is to ensure that the sequential nature of Bayesian updating is retained. Namely,
the adjustment by D1 and then by D2 should be equivalent to the adjustment by D1 ∪
D2. As the adjustment happens in the usual fashion, amending the inner product by
ED[X], this property is guaranteed by the usual Bayes linear theory (see Goldstein and
Wooff, 2007, Chapter 5). Given observations, the inference, or prediction, we report would
then be restricted to C via (5). The same happens in GBI approaches, particularly those
with restricted solution spaces such as variational inference. For example, the variational
approximation is not found (say using D1) and then itself updated by further data (say
D2). Instead, the posterior given D1 is approximated and, given more data, it is then
approximated again using D1 ∪ D2.
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5.2 The generalised adjusted variance

The adjusted variance is defined from the outer product E[(X − ED[X])(X − ED[X])⊺]

assuming the affine representation ED[X] = h0 + H0D. As when EC
d[X] ̸= Ed[X], our

adjusted beliefs are not affine in D and this definition of adjusted variance does not extend
to our generalised setting. Rather, we propose an alternative definition that suits some
additional coherency arguments. To aid our developments, we represent the vector (EC

d[X]−
Ed[X]) ∈ XD in an orthonormal space Z, so that var[Z] = I, by defining

z = (z1, . . . , zn)
⊺ = L†(EC

d[X]− Ed[X]), (7)

where varD[X] = LL⊺ is any square-root decomposition of varD[X]. We name the quantity,
z ∈ Z, the constraint discrepancy. When L = Q

√
λ, where λ is a diagonal matrix of the

ordered eigenvalues of varD[X] and Q stores the corresponding eigenvectors, we obtain a
representation whereby the elements (z1, . . . , zn) describe the standardised distance between
EC

d[X] and Ed[X] in terms of the principal axes of varD[X]. We can use any square-root
decomposition to project onto an orthonormal basis; however, using L = Q

√
λ provides

an appealing interpretation.
We define the generalised adjusted variance, varCd[X], as a rotation of S, where S is a

diagonal matrix with each entry, Sii, defined by a function of the ith constraint discrepancy,
f(zi), and varCd[X] = LSL⊺. We define three statements/constraints of coherency that
restrict and motivate the choice of f(zi):

Constraint 1: The limit lim
|zi|→0

(Sii) = 1.

Constraint 2: The limit lim
|zi|→∞

(Sii) = 0.

Constraint 3: f(·) is a non-increasing function of zi.

Constraint 1 ensures that our method generalises Bayes linear methods so that if EC
d[X] =

Ed[X], then varCd[X] = varD[X], and so when the adjusted expectation coheres with Ed[X] ∈
C, we retain the standard belief revisions. Constraints 2 and 3 codify the notion that the
further away the standard adjusted expectation is from C, the more sure we ought to be
that the random quantity, X, is the nearest point in C to Ed[X]. To see this consider an
adjusted expectation just outside of C, but where varD[X] implies that many points within
C are credible values of X. In this case, the generalised adjusted variance should only be
marginally smaller than the adjusted variance. As Ed[X] moves further away from C the
subset of credible values according to the original varD[X] reduces, and so varCd[X] should
reduce accordingly.

Specification of the function f(·) that describes Sii = f(zi), is an additional belief spec-
ification. For instance, the rate of decay in f(·) will be slower for random variables with
heavier tails, that is, larger kurtosis. In the absence of a strong belief that can be translated
to a choice of f(·), we propose

f(zi) = Sii =
1

1 + z2i
, (8)
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motivated by Cantelli’s inequality, the one-sided improvement to Chebyshev’s inequality,
that states an upper bound on the upper tail probability for random quantity Zi being larger
than its observed value zi. Whilst Bayes linear methods don’t admit probabilistic belief
specification, they regularly make use of such probabilistic inequalities to guide diagnostics
in model selection (see Goldstein and Wooff, 2007; Craig et al., 1996; Salter and Williamson,
2022).

5.3 An illustrative 2D example

We illustrate our developments in this section with a simple example that also serves
to demonstrate how easy it is for standard Bayes Linear methods with reasonable prior
specifications to provide incoherent results. We define X and D as unit-mean bivariate
quantities with a belief structure defined by

var[X] =

[
0.54 0.09

0.09 0.54

]
, var[D] =

[
1 −0.2

−0.2 1

]
, cov[X,D] =

[
0.4 −0.1

−0.1 −0.3

]
.

We further define the solution space C = {X ∈ R2 | X ⪰ 0} as the non-negative cone defined
from the non-negative orthant in X . Given an observation d = (3, 6.5), calculating the
standard Bayes linear updates, as given in (1) and (2), yields observed adjusted expectation
and adjusted variance

Ed[X] =

[
1.68

−1.17

]
, varD[X] =

[
0.38 0.123

0.123 0.423

]
.

These results are shown in the left of Figure 1. The observed adjusted expectation falls
outside of C and so the generalised adjusted expectation, EC

d[X], and variance, varCd[X],
will differ from Ed[X] and varD[X]. We calculate EC

d[X] from (5) and varCd[X] as described
in Section 5.2 with the additional belief specification of variance decay following (8). This
yields the generalised belief updates

EC
d[X] =

[
2.02

0

]
, varCd[X] =

[
0.106 0.0344

0.0344 0.0154

]
,

also shown in the middle plot of Figure 1. There are a number of interesting features
to note. First, the generalised update does not simply set the negative values to zero,
as in Swallow and Monahan (1984); Wilkinson and Goldstein (1995); Williamson et al.
(2012). For this C, setting negative values to zero implies the norm in (5) is with respect to
Euclidean distance, rather than respecting the geometry of XD. Second to note, is that the
generalised variance is not simply a rescaling of varD[X]; the principal axes of varD[X] and
varCd[X] differ. The reasons for this can be inferred from the right plot of Figure 1. Here
we show C and the standard and generalised adjusted beliefs rotated onto the standardised
space Z via L−1 where L = Q

√
λ, as above, and so Z1 and Z2 are defined in terms of

the principal axes of varD[X]. In the space Z, the generalised update is with respect to
the Euclidean norm, as var[Z] = I. In this example we predominantly adjust along Z1,
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resulting in a large reduction of variance along this axis, and adjust a relatively smaller
amount along Z2, with a comparatively smaller adjustment in variance along Z2. As S ̸= cI,
for some constant c, the eigenvectors of varCd[X] = LSL⊺ will differ from varD[X] = LL⊺.

Ed[X]
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0

1

X
2

−1 0 1 2 3
X1

Ed
C[X]

−3

−2

−1

0

1

X
2
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X1

Ed[Z]

Ed
C[Z]

−4

−2

0

2

Z
2

−2 0 2
Z1

Figure 1: Left: the observed adjusted expectation Ed[X] and C, the non-negative cone,
shaded. Middle: the generalised adjusted expectation EC

d[X] as the projection of Ed[X]

onto C. Right: the rotation into the standardised space Z; observed adjusted expectation
and generalised adjusted expectation are represented by Ed[Z] and EC

d[Z]. In all plots,
corresponding uncertainties are represented by ellipses of one and two standard deviations.

6 Applications

The scope for application of this methodology are wide and varied. This is particularly
so when C describes a convex set, and so a solution to (5) may be guaranteed. We pro-
vide examples for two commonly encountered problems in statistical modelling: monotonic
emulation and count regression. We conclude by providing some comments on other spec-
ifications for C that are expected to be of use. Before we continue, we reiterate that there
are many bespoke existing solutions to each of the problem classes that we discuss; we
review the relevant literature in context below. The novelty of our methodology is not that
it provides any single methodological solution; but rather, it generalises to a very broad
class of problems. Further, we note that this methodology is simple to implement and
much quicker to compute than any simulation-based methodologies.

6.1 Monotonic regression

Consider a stochastic process, X(t), for t ∈ Rp, and suppose we want to restrict X(t)

to the space of monotone functions, M, so that X(t) ≤ X(t′) for t ⪯ t′, and t, t′ ∈
Rp. Monotonic regression, particularly with Gaussian processes (GPs), has long received
attention due to the need, within many applied problems, to incorporate physical knowledge
within surrogates or emulators of computer models. In fact, monotonicity is just one
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important type of constraint we might want to build in, and our generalised Bayes linear
methods provide the same elegant solution to all types of constraint. Existing solutions
work reasonably well, but usually come at a significant computational cost. One approach,
for instance taken by Pepper et al. (2023), is to borrow the common projection onto a basis
technique for dimension reduction from the Gaussian process literature (Higdon et al.,
2008; Williamson et al., 2012; Salter et al., 2019), consider a basis of monotonic functions,
project the data onto that and then fit surrogates to the coefficients. This can work
well, however the class of functions is restricted by the basis and the coefficients from any
basis projection are very frequently non-stationary and so not amenable to standard GP
regression techniques.

More principled approaches make use of the fixed sign of the derivative in a mono-
tonic setting and assume differentiability of the true process. Wang and Berger (2016)
assume known derivatives and jointly update the GP with this information. Allowing for
knowing the sign without knowing the derivatives and integrating them out is intractable
and so either approximating distributions or constrained Sequential Monte Carlo are used
to generate exact samples (Riihimäki and Vehtari, 2010; Golchi et al., 2015). Sampling
methods come with significant computational overheads and there is no readily available
software, meaning that practitioners with monotone problems face investing in laborious
code development even to begin working with their data. Lin and Dunson (2014) present a
computationally expedient methodology that converts the GP into a monotonic stochastic
process by projecting samples into the greatest convex minorant, where distance in the
projection is measured with respect to the Euclidean norm. Though the resulting process
is valid and monotonic, it is not clear that the resulting process formally respects any prior
belief specification.

To provide some more rigorous comparisons to existing methodology we repeat the
simulation study in Lin and Dunson (2014), also studied in Holmes and Heard (2003),
Neelon and Dunson (2004), and Shively et al. (2009). Data are generated from six mean
functions, with Gaussian error and standard deviation σ2 = 1. The functions are flat,
F1(x) = 3, sinusoidal, F2(x) = 0.32(x + sinx), step, F3(x) = 3 for x ≤ 8 and F3(x) = 6

for x > 8, linear, F4(x) = 0.3x, exponential, F5(x) = 0.15 exp(0.6x − 3), and logistic,
F6(x) = 3/(1 + exp(−2x + 10)). They are evaluated at n = 100 equidistant points on the
interval x ∈ [0, 10], and we repeat each simulation 100 times. To repeat their study, the Lin
and Dunson (2014) method is applied to an initial GP, f ∼ GP(0,K), with ith jth elements
of K given by Kij = η exp[−γ(xi − xj)

2], and {σ2, η, γ} estimated via their maximum a-
posteriori values. For comparability we use the same parameters in our covariance function,
cov[Xi,Xj], and keep a prior mean of 0 for all x, hence the adjusted expectation and GP
mean coincide. Note that a standard BL approach might specify the parameters directly or
use cross-validation (Jackson and Vernon, 2023). Root mean squared errors are shown in
Table 1 for the unconstrained GP, the generalised Bayes linear fit and the model of Lin and
Dunson (2014); we label these models gp, gbl and l&d, respectively. The only simulation
where l&d performs markedly differently is for the step function, the discontinuity of which
is unfairly easy to estimate with their methodology as the underlying function is closer to the
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space of their projection rather than their initial beliefs. Table 1 also offers a comparison
of the computational speeds between the models. For gp, we report the timings for a
rejection sampler to draw a monotonic sample. We set a maximum iteration count at 1000
and report, in the bottom row, the percent of simulations in which no samples were found.
As gp and l&d are sampling based methodologies, we report the times required for 1000
samples; in practice, the number of required samples may be much larger. In comparing the
results we find that the generalised Bayes linear methodology not only offers a functional
and generalisable framework, but is as accurate and faster than bespoke methodology.

Table 1: Root mean squared errors (x100) for simulated processes as described in the main
text. All computational timings are in centiseconds (cs). Reported times for gp and l&d
are based on 1000 samples. The values recorded alongside gp denote the times required
for a rejection sampler to sample from gp, note the scaling of ×103 for all values. Here, we
set a maximum iteration count to 1000; the percentage of simulations that do not yield a
valid sample within 1000 samples is recorded in the bottom row. All results are averaged
across 100 simulations, bracketed values denote standard deviations.

Flat Sinusoidal Step Linear Exponential Logistic

R
M

SE

gp 17 (7.8) 22 (6.2) 46 (4.3) 22 (7.7) 30 (8.0) 26 (7.1)
gbl 12 (7.6) 21 (6.0) 45 (4.3) 19 (6.8) 23 (7.0) 23 (7.4)
l&d 13 (7.7) 20 (6.0) 41 (5.4) 20 (6.5) 24 (6.5) 22 (7.3)

T
im

e gp (×103) 36 (51) 21 (38) 52 (56) 6.1 (20) 35 (44) 50 (54)
gbl 7.3 (2.0) 3.7 (2.2) 9.3 (2.6) 3.2 (1.7) 6.3 (2.6) 5.3 (2.2)
l&d 550 (200) 78 (49) 310 (90) 42 (36) 220 (71) 150 (53)

% NA 37 12 89 6 76 48

6.1.1 Emulating an afforestation uptake model

We provide a more complex application to an agent based model for uptake of subsidies
for tree planting in the UK. The simulator has 6 inputs representing 5 levels of payment
associated to planting new trees on private land, and a total budget devoted to the policy.
The payments are per hectare for planting managed and unmanaged conifer woodlands
(ϕ1, ϕ2) and deciduous woodlands (ϕ3 and ϕ4), and per tonne of greenhouse gases removed
from the atmosphere ϕ5. The total budget is ϕ6 and, amongst many other things, the
model outputs time series for various ecosystem services of interest to policymakers. For
our application, we only consider the total area (in hectares) of trees planted, noting that
there are targets in UK law (Environment Act, 2021 c. 30.) on this number by 2050, as
well as internal interrim milestones. We use existing training data produced for the study
described in Nortier et al. (2024), to emulate the area of planted trees as a function over
the six dimensional parameter space, Φ = {ϕ1, . . . , ϕ6}, and time, t ∈ {1, . . . , 150}.
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The simulations are conditionally (on Φ) monotone so that the random process X(t; Φ),
defined over time and parameterised by Φ, is in C = {X(t; Φ) ∈ R | X(t; Φ) ≤ X(t′; Φ) for t ≤
t′}. Define X(Φ) ∈ R150 as the 150-dimensional multivariate output of all times at input Φ.
We train a traditional Bayes linear emulator to 366 model runs D = (X(Φ1), . . . ,X(Φ366))

and withhold two model runs, corresponding to different policies, for prediction, X =

(X(Φ∗
1),X(Φ∗

2)). We make the standard assumption of separability between the inputs and
the outputs, so that for any two model runs, cov[X(Φi),X(Φj)] = Kt⊗c(Φi,Φj) where Kt ∈
R150×150 and c(Φi,Φj) is a correlation function over the inputs. The i, jth elements of Kt are
defined via a Matérn-5/2 covariance function, c5/2(·), with a length-scale of 10 years and am-
plitude σ = 1.8× 107: Kt[i,j] = σ2c5/2(i, j; 10). Further, c(Φi,Φj) is defined as c(Φi,Φj) =∏6

k=1 c5/2(ϕk,i, ϕk,j; lk) with length scales {l1, . . . , l6} = {3.0, 1.4, 1.3, 1.6, 0.17, 1.0}, where
the ϕk,j represents parameter k at location j. The emulator results for the two withheld
policies are shown in the left images of Figure 2. The black lines and shaded regions are the
emulator expectation and ±2 marginal standard deviations, respectively. Marginal stan-
dard deviations are also represented by the dashed line and correspond to the right hand
y-axis. The dots are the actual simulator values, and we stress that these points are not
in the training set. The right images of Figure 2 show a generalised Bayes linear emulator
trained with respect to the monotonicity constraints in C. There are some interesting points
to note. Policy 1 is further from C than Policy 2. Accordingly, the generalised Bayes linear
emulator in Policy 1 has a larger reduction in variance than we see in Policy 2, which only
requires a minor adjustment, obeying the constraints that we detail in Section 5.2. The
root-mean-squared-errors for the unconstrained emulator are 2.86×106 ha and 2.10×106 ha

and for the monotone emulator are 1.72× 106 ha and 1.90× 106 ha, and so in this instance,
enforcing our solution to lie in C results in a more accurate emulator in mean-square-error.
The additional computation incurred by the generalised Bayes linear update is negligible:
∼ 0.5 sec on a standard workstation, with 32GB RAM and an Apple M2 Pro processor.

6.2 Count processes

As noted in Remark 1, Bayes linear statistics may be used to infer beliefs of varied data,
and not just that which exhibits Gaussian like behaviour. Here we provide an example with
count data of daily deaths by Lower Tier Local Authority (LTLA) during the COVID19
pandemic in the UK. Spatio-temporal modelling was important during the pandemic, giving
government and the public a sense of the state of the disease, through the exponential
growth rate (r-number), and the number of deaths being caused. Inferring the growth
rate using reported cases or inferring number of deaths given partially reported deaths
could be done using Bayesian hierarchical models (Guzmán-Rincón et al., 2023), having
a counts model with a rate parameter representing the expected count, and a positive
transformation of that parameter following some spatio-temporal process. Whilst a Bayes
linear analysis might be performed over, say, logarithmic-deaths, to ensure positivity of
the policy relevant random quantity, such an analysis requires beliefs to be held by the
analyst in the transformed space and only allows reporting on the policy relevant quantity
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Figure 2: Emulators of hectares of trees planted under two policies and over 150 years,
trained on 366 simulation runs. Left images show the emulator predictions from an uncon-
strained Bayes linear emulator; Right images show results for a generalised Bayes linear
emulator trained with monotonicity constraints. The solid lines are the predicted expec-
tation, and shaded regions denote ±2 standard deviations, also represented by the dashed
lines and right hand axis.
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via bounds derived through Jensen’s inequality. Making the quantity of interest number
of deaths so that meaningful prior judgements might be understood or even set by health
security agencies or policy makers, can often lead to negative estimates at times or in
locations when there are few deaths.

To illustrate and to demonstrate the efficacy of generalised Bayes linear, we consider
the number of deaths by LTLA on the 17th of June 2020 (with COVID19 listed on the
death certificate). The data are shown in the top left plot of Figure 3. We specify a
relatively simple covariance structure, assuming a squared exponential covariance function
over space, with the position of each LTLA given by its geometrical centre. We define by
X = (X1, . . . ,X376) the unknown mean daily COVID19 deaths for each of the 376 LTLAs
at known geometrical centres (s1, . . . , s376), and by D = (D1, . . . ,D354) the 354 reported
death counts at geometrical centres (r1, . . . , r354). The data are obtained from UK Health
Security Agency (2024) and are missing values for all Wales LTLAs and Buckinghamshire;
we treat this data as missing at random as its missingness is due to clerical reasons. We
specify the beliefs E[Xi] = E[Dj] = 0 for i ∈ {1, . . . , 376} and j ∈ {1, . . . , 354}, and

cov[Xi,Xj] = exp
(
−l−2 ∥si − sj∥2

)
, cov[Xi,Dj] = exp

(
−l−2 ∥si − rj∥2

)
cov[Di,Dj] = exp

(
−l−2 ∥ri − rj∥2

)
+ 0.521{ri = rj},

for l = 85km where norms, here, are taken to represent geodesic distance. Note that the
choice 0.5 implies that the reported counts being out by 1 is a 2 standard deviation event.
We might want to increase this in situations were we might believe COVID19 deaths are
misreported.

Given the observed data for 17th of June 2020, the adjusted expectation of deaths,
Ed[X], is shown in the bottom left of Figure 3. Regions i with Ed[Xi] < 0 are shaded
and outlined in red. As in Section 5.3, we set C = {X ∈ R354 | X ⪰ 0} to be the non-
negative cone and calculate the generalised Bayes linear update, EC

d[X]. This is shown in
the bottom right of Figure 3. Due to colour saturation, differences between these updates
may not be apparent; we plot these differences in the top right of Figure 3. As opposed to
simply zeroing-out the negative valued regions we can see changes to many adjacent LTLAs
such that a solution is provided that is most coherent with the initial belief specification.
Increasing the lack of confidence in the reporting mechanism can exacerbate the negative
estimates in the standard case, making the need for the generalised method all the more
acute.

It is worth noting that, even if a hierarchical Bayesian model is desirable to an analyst
in this particular application (or at higher resolution with many more geometrical centres),
such models take a long time to fit, perhaps needing the type of sparse precision matrix
obtained through bespoke packages (Lindgren and Rue, 2015). The generalised Bayes
linear framework offers a fast way to obtain a prior analysis that might be used under time
pressure or used to guide model selection.
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Figure 3: Deaths by Lower Tier Local Authority with COVID19 listed on death certificate
on the 17th of June 2020 and statistical fits. The top left shows number of deaths, missing
data are shaded grey. The bottom left shows the standard Bayes linear fit to the data, sub-
ject to the belief specifications provided in the main text. Regions with negative adjusted
expectation are shaded. The bottom right shows the generalised Bayes linear adjustment
and the top right shows the difference between the standard and generalised adjustments.
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6.3 Further examples

We have demonstrated the potential for generalised Bayes linear updating for monotonic
and non-negative solution spaces. There are a number of further specifications for C that
can also be useful for common problems in statistical modelling; we focus on examples
with convex C so that a solution is guaranteed. We may estimate probabilities in logistic
regression by bounding the values in C below by 0 and above by 1. Where probability
is defined as a statistical process over a domain, we may quickly and easily update our
beliefs on the statistical process directly, rather than employing sampling based estimation
procedures such as Pólya–Gamma data augmentation (see Polson et al., 2013). Should X
instead be a random quantity defined over positive semi-definite matrices, as in Wilkinson
and Goldstein (1995), C may describe the positive semi-definite cone C = {X ∈ Rn×n |
x⊺Xx ≥ 0, for x ∈ Rn}. When our adjusted beliefs are not positive semi-definite it is typical
to calculate the closest matrix subject to the Frobenius norm; the matrix equivalent to the
Euclidean norm (e.g. in Astfalck et al., 2024). Further, we may consider adjusting beliefs for
X whose derivatives are subject to linear constraints. We have already seen an example of
this in Section 6.1 where we may alternatively define C as C = {X(t) ∈ R | d

dt
X(t) ≥ 0}. We

may readily extend this concept by restricting dX(t)/dt to other convex subsets, perhaps
including an upper bound to limit the rate of growth of X(t); or to higher order derivatives,
for instance setting d2X(t)/dt2 ≥ 0 or d2X(t)/dt2 ≤ 0 to enforce X(t) to be convex or
concave, respectively.

7 Discussion

Bayesian inference as optimisation continues to grow in popularity. We have made the case
for a framing of generalised Bayesian inference as one in which an optimal point within a
restricted solution space endowed with a geometry is defined to be that which is closest
to a generalised data generating process and where the notion of close is specified by the
practitioner. Current GBI methods operate in L2(Θ, µ), the space of functions θ with
measure µ with integral inner product, restrict the solution space to probability density
functions (or even certain classes of tractable densities), and tend to use different types
of divergence to define the notion of ‘close’. Bayes linear methods work in Hilbert spaces
with product inner product (which naturally define the notion of closeness) and search the
solution space of affine functions of the data.

Inspired by this reformulation, we proposed a principled generalisation to Bayes linear
methods to enable restricted solution spaces as subsets of the original Hilbert space. The
result is an extremely fast class of Bayes as optimisation methods that can be used under
partial prior specification to make inference, or can be used as part of exploratory mod-
elling and data analysis to inform and shape novel statistical modelling or computationally
burdensome analyses. Our applications to monotonic regression and spatial counts are the
first Bayes linear solutions to these problems, and demonstrate that we have dramatically
widened the class of problems that can be addressed within the theory.
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We hope that, by pointing out the overarching geometric framework covering generalised
methods (including ours), the GBI community or others might be as inspired to revisit
the properties of their methods as we were with ours. In our case, the restriction of
the solution space to affine functions, but without necessary coherence restrictions was
revisited to provide new solutions. The GBI community are already actively examining
alternative divergences and restrictions on solution spaces (Properties 2 and 3). Perhaps
further generalisations, for example to the underlying geometries and inner products will
open different avenues of research.
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A Derivations of Bayes linear updating equations

A.1 Proof of adjusted expectation

Adjusted expectation ED[X] is defined by the orthogonal projection of X onto D ∪ 1. We
thus have ED[X] = h0 + H0D where h0 and H0 ensure

⟨X − h0 − H0D,h + HD⟩ = E[(X − h0 − H0D)⊺(h + HD)] = 0 (9)

for all h ∈ Rn×1 and H ∈ Rn×m. Spaces D and 1 are orthogonal and so we may equivalently
solve for h0 and H0 so that

E[(X − h0 − H0D)⊺h] =
∑
i

hiE[(X − h0 − H0D)i] = 0, and (10)

E[(X − h0 − H0D)⊺HD] =
∑
i

∑
j

HijE[(X − h0 − H0D)iDj] = 0. (11)

As this solution must hold for all h ∈ Rn×1 and H ∈ Rn×m, we find that

E[X − h0 − H0D] = 0n×1, and (12)

E[(X − h0 − H0D)D] = 0n×m. (13)
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Thus, from (12), we find that h0 = E[X]−H0E[D] and from (13) we find H0 = cov[X,D]var[D]†.
The adjusted expectation is thus solved as

ED[X] = h0 + H0D = E[X] + cov[X,D]var[D]†(D − E[D]). (14)

A.2 Proof of adjusted variance

The adjusted variance is a description of the remaining uncertainty in X after D is observed.
It is defined by the outer product

varD[X] = E[(X − ED[X])(X − ED[X])⊺] (15)

and characterises the totality of norm expressions of the linear subspace X− ED[X]. Sub-
stituting ED[X] = E[X] + cov[X,D]var[D]†(D − E[D]) into (15) yields

varD[X] = E[(X̃ − cov[X,D]var[D]†D̃)(X̃ − cov[X,D]var[D]†D̃)⊺] (16)

= var[X]− cov[X,D]var[D]†cov[D,X] (17)

where, here, X̃ = X − E[X] and D̃ = D − E[D].

B Proof of Remark 1

This proof demonstrates the assertion that many common probabilistic Bayesian poste-
rior distributions share the some analytical form as the Bayes linear updating equations.
As such, we start from a probability measure that generates E[D], E[X], var[D], var[X],
and cov[D,X], and we align notation with standard notions of condition expectation in
probability theory, rather than the Bayes linear adjusted expectations. We extend the
proof in Ericson (1969) to show that the form for the adjusted expectation in (1) is iden-
tical to the posterior expectation when we know the posterior expectation is linear in D,
E[X | D] = AD + B. Similar results are also found in Hartigan (1969). First, using the
law of iterated expectation

E[X] = ED [EX[X | D]] = AE[D] + B

and so E[X]−AE[D] = B. We also have, by definition of covariance, E[DX⊺] = cov[D,X]+

E[D]E[X]⊺ which we equate with

E[DX⊺] = ED[DEX[X | D]⊺] = ED[D(AD + B)⊺]

= var[D]A⊺ + E[D]E[D]⊺A⊺ + E[D]E[X]⊺ − E[D]E[D]⊺A⊺

= var[D]A⊺ + E[D]E[X]⊺

to yield the solution A = cov[D,X]var[D]†. Substituting this, along with B = E[X] −
AE[D], into E[X | D] yields (1). Given (1), the posterior variance var[X | D] follows (2),
proof of this follows similarly to that provided in Appendix A.2. An important family
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of probability distributions that exhibits this relationship is data generated from an ex-
ponential family with conjugate prior distribution. To state this more formally, assume
D ∼ p(D | X) where p(D | X) ∝ exp{η(X) ·D−κ(X)} is the exponential family in canoni-
cal form, and assume the prior distribution p(X) ∝ exp{n0x0 ·X−n0κ(X)}. First shown in
Diaconis and Ylvisaker (1979) for the general case of multivariate X, it is a well known re-
sult that the posterior expectation under this model is linear in D and so the results above
hold. The implications of which are that the Bayes linear updating equations in (1) and
(2) also describe the first two posterior moments for many common probabilistic Bayesian
models, for instance Poisson/Gamma, Bernoulli/Beta and Gamma/Gamma combinations
of likelihoods/priors, and not just the commonly considered case of Gaussians.
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